
The Role of Sensors in 
Designing Your Smart Office:
Capturing Data to Make Work Simple, More Engaging

WORKPLACE OCCUPANCY SENSORS



The Rise of Mobility & the Digitization of the Workplace 

Organizations are getting serious about implementing a completely new working environment -the Smart Office, 
which brings together technologies - from connected devices and applications, to integrated workplace soft-
ware that helps manage and provide the flexibility that today’s employees require.

Today’s Workforce Prioritizes Flexibility  

What is driving the decision to make the office smarter? 
Choice. Today’s talent has the option to work from 
anywhere with technology removing any barriers that 
some years ago would have hindered their ability to 
collaborate around projects, communicate with peers, 
and feel connected to their work and their company 
culture.

According to Gallop, from 2012 to 2016, the number of 
employees working remotely rose by four percentage 
points, from 39 percent to 43 percent. The survey 
also found that employees who were already working 
remotely are spending more time doing so.

In addition to not wanting to be bound to one 
location, mobile employees’ expectations for how 
technology should enable their lives have risen. This 
generation is always connected, used to fast response 
times, comfortable with different learning and work 
modalities, and demand more flexible and diversified 
opportunities. The Smart Office should not simply aim to 
achieve work-life balance for employees, but work-life 
integration.

While companies are spending energy and resources to 
offer perks and benefits across the board, the reality 
is 51 percent of employees would change jobs simply 
for one that offered them flexible work hours. With 
flexibility and mobility becoming a norm, IDC projects 
that the mobile worker population will increase from 
96.2 million in 2015 to 105.4 million in 2020. By the end 
of this period, mobile workers will account for nearly 75 
percent of the total U.S. workforce.

Organizations embracing these shifts use digital 
technology to improve the daily activities of their 
employees — to maximize their productivity when they 
are in and out of the office, and to optimize space and 
resources when workers go remote.



8 of 10 business leaders
say using workforce data will help them 

grow their existing business. 

  

62% of businesses
are using new technologies and sources of 

workforce data extensively.

92% of employees
are open to the collection of data on 

them and their work in exchange for an 

improvement in their productivity, their 

wellbeing or other benefits.

Only 31% of businesses
are holding back from investing in 

technologies that collect workplace data 

due to employee concerns.

70% of employees
say that in return for their permission to 

collect data, employers will have to give 

them more control over how it is used.

The Pitfall of Putting Technology First

The challenge of implementing digital technologies to make 
an office smart is falling into the trap of focusing on the 
technology itself. Businesses shouldn’t implement tools without 
first understanding how and why people want to use them in the 
first place.

Step One: Using Data to 
Understand People

Data on the workplace and your workforce can unlock insights 
about how, when, and where employees work; enabling you to 
make decisions about what solutions to implement in order to 
optimize the workplace and increase employee productivity and 
engagement.

Businesses and people are coming to a shared understanding 
about how the practice of capturing data can strengthen the 
employer-employee relationship formed around the Smart 
Office.

It’s important to help employees understand how new 
technologies and ways of working will make their jobs easier, 
not just help the company do better.



Improving Employee Productivity and Engagement to Drive Business

Additionally, workplace occupancy & environmental sensors, are starting to play a role in how Smart Offices design strategies 
to improve productivity and employee satisfaction. Valuable, real-time data about how employees use the workplace enables 
leaders to not only keep track of the utilization of space and assets, but also respond to concerns related to them by implementing 
digital workplace solutions that enhance the workday.

For example, sensors on doors or beneath chairs capture true space utilization in real time. If the sensors indicate that a person 
is remote or that a particular room isn’t being used, you can set up a workflow to make that space appear available within your 
desk-sharing or room reservation software.

Using Sensor Data to Optimize the Workspace & Your Workforce 

Businesses that accurately capture occupancy and environmental data can attract and retain more employees  with agile 
work strategies informed by data, extend the lifespan of their buildings and reduce energy costs, and design office space 
that optimizes real estate as well as reflects the way people actually work.

Increasing Space and Asset Utilization to Reduce Expenses 

Workplace occupancy & environmental sensors that monitor occupancy, utilization, and the environment are used in the Smart 
Office to identify opportunities to optimize space in order to reduce overall expenses. In fact, a 2017 report by commercial 
real estate services firm, JLL, revealed that utilization level and density remain the top three most relevant occupancy metrics 
to organizations.

Companies are ready to take this practice to even more sophisticated levels in order to better compete for talent in today’s 
labor market. More than 75 percent of respondents said they wish to improve space data accuracy, and improve their use of 
data to achieve real estate savings as well as operational savings. For example, “by increasing headcount without increasing 
square footage through an agile work strategy (...) or by targeting energy consumption and reducing overall energy spend” (JLL, 
2018-2019).



An Employee-First Smart Office Strategy

Implementing workplace occupancy & environmental sensors can also result in more efficient, comfortable, and sustainable 
offices buildings with longer lifespans. The total number of smart devices in buildings is predicted to reach 10 billion by 2020. 
The International Facility Management Association (IFMA) predicts that these Internet of Things (loT) devices can support a 50 
percent increase in cost efficiency, including energy, maintenance and other recurring costs (Haak, 2018). 

When employees are in the office, environmental sensors can 
help you adjust everything from the temperature in meeting 
rooms, to lightning and CO2 concentrations in order to avoid 
improve the wellbeing of employees and make the office feel 
more like the place find it easy to be most productive. When 
employees are out of the office, sensors can help you adjust 
your building setting to reduce energy consumption.

When organizations spend $3 per square foot, per year (/SF/
YJ on utilities, $30/SF/Y on rent, and $300/SF/Y on payroll 
- the greatest savings to a business may come from properly 
designing a workplace that adapts to its what its people 
need (WELL). 

The first goal of using sensors to capture data should be to enrich how employees engage and improve daily work activities - 
not to add more complexity or stress to the workday. By putting employees before everything else. Smart Offices achieve 
important business goals including

Building Efficiency and Sustainability

Creating the right infrastructure that enables your digital 
workforce bring in and keep talented professionals who need 
their daily lives and work lives to happen seamlessly.

Attract & Retain Talent

According to Cisco, a disengaged employee results in higher 
absenteeism, less productivity, errors, among others. According 
to The Economist Intelligence Unit, workplace ‘pioneers’ have 
seen boosts in productivity, creativity, satisfaction and loyalty 
compared to companies that were not- equivalent to 41 extra 
working days in a year that could be used to do  other work.

Increase Productivity

Having tools that let them interact with co-workers instantly 
can help increase employee satisfaction with the way in which 
your business responds to their need for greater flexibility, and 
enables them to collaborate with peers easily - making them 
feel like they are part of the day-to-day work and culture no 
matter where or when they work.

Increased Satisfaction

Effects of Disengagement

37%
IN ABSENTEEISM

49%
IN ACCIDENTS

60%
IN ERRORS &

DEFECTS

Factors of Disengagement

“I hate my cube!”
“I’m more productive at night”

“My work is dull and repetitive. . .”



An Employee-First Smart Office Strategy

A smart workplace is created when employees are valued and engaged. A positive, employee-centric 
workplace drives the success of the entire organization because motivated employees provide a better 
experience for your customers. Understand space utilization, improve building operations and maintenance 
and enhance employee engagement with FM:Systems’ Digital Workplace Solutions.

Your space impacts your bottom line. You need a software solution to bring clarity to your organization—
from implementing agile workspaces and getting real-time occupancy data to helping you track leases and 
moves to managing maintenance requests. FM:Systems provides technology that enables organizations to 
identify, plan & deliver the ideal workplace for every employee.

Contact FM:Systems 
www.fmsystems.com

E-mail:  info@fmsystems.com

U.S. Toll Free:  (800) 648-8030

International:  (919) 790-5320


